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“Cade, go fetch Cloud over. I need to ask him how exactly he became 
acquainted with an alchemist like Mr. Chance.” 

Lawrence was also curious about how Cloud had come to know Kai. Cade 
nodded and went to find Cloud. Facing Lawrence’s series of questions, Cloud 
didn’t hide anything and recounted his experiences with Kai in detail. 

Lawrence and Cade were astounded after listening to Kai’s various feats. 
Both of them couldn’t imagine Kai, who seemed to be a mere Body Fusion 
Realm cultivator, was able to defeat a Tribulator. 

Moreover, he even dared to offend Demon Seal Alliance and killed the head 
of a subbranch of Demon Seal Alliance. 

“Cloud, you’re not lying, are you? If that’s the case, Mr. Chance truly is an 
extraordinary person.” Cade was somewhat skeptical. 

After all, everything Kai had done was beyond their comprehension. “Demon 
Seal Alliance. He actually dared to provoke them?” Lawrence furrowed his 
brows. 

After a moment, Lawrence said to Cloud, “Cloud, you must remember not to 
mention Mr. Chance’s identity to anyone. If Mr. Chance truly cures your 
grandpa, I’ll provide you with some resources, and you should leave this place 
quickly. Also, the journey to Demonia Mountain is long, and you’ll need a 
Teleportation Array. I can arrange for someone to send you to Crimson 
Imperial City, where a Teleportation Array can transport you to the southern 
region.” 

Cloud turned to Lawrence in bewilderment and asked, “Uncle Lawrence, is 
something going to happen to the Seizon family? I can’t shake off the feeling 
that you and Cade are hiding some matters from me.” 

“There’s nothing to worry about. The Seizon family is supreme in Yellow Blue 
City, so what could possibly happen? Stop overthinking. Let Cade show you 
around properly.” 

Lawrence patted Cloud’s shoulder and told Cade to bring Cloud away. 



Meanwhile, after a night of refining, Kai finally finished crafting the pill for 
Claudius and was about to send it to Lawrence. 

However, just as he stepped out the door, he saw Miya and Livya pacing at 
the entrance. 

“Ladies, is there something I can help you with?” Kai inquired upon seeing the 
two. 

Livya looked at Kai and expressed her gratitude, “Mr. Chance, we deliberately 
came to apologize to you. Also, Miya wants to thank you. We did 
misunderstand you before, and we hope you won’t hold it against us. It’s all 
thanks to the whip you provided yesterday that Miya could defeat Genya.” 

“Don’t mention it. Cloud and I are friends. It’s not a big deal.” Kai gave a faint 
smile. 

Livya asked, “Mr. Chance, do you have some time, then? We would like to 
show you around and let you appreciate the beautiful sceneries of Yellow Blue 
City.” 

“I’m planning to meet with your father now. I’ve done refining the pill for your 
grandpa, and it’s ready to be consumed,” Kai replied. 

“In that case, allow us to lead you there!” Livya offered enthusiastically. 

Kai nodded and then followed the sisters toward Lawrence’s residence. 

On the way, Livya kept up a lively conversation with Kai. On the other hand, 
the usually more assertive Miya was behaving like a shy girl at that moment, 
stealing glances at Kai without uttering a word. 

Miya’s gaze toward Kai was laced with a special affection. In fact, he could 
sense it too but decided to feign ignorance. We’re only staying for a short 
period here in the Seizon residence. In just a few days, we’ll be departing for 
Demonia Mountain. I have no desire to entangle myself in any romantic 
complications during these few days. Besides, I don’t lack women. Feenix is 
always by my side. If I have any needs, she’s fully capable of quelling my 
desires. 

Lawrence’s place was located at the very back of the Seizon residence, right 
at the edge of Yellow Blue City. 
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Behind them was a range of mountains. The Seizon family’s vast estate was 
built upon those mountains. The entire Yellow Blue City could also be 
considered to have been established beside the mountains, with the Seizon 
residence nestled within them. 

Looking at the mountain range not far away, Kai stopped short as he suddenly 
felt an aura that was simultaneously familiar and strange. 

Noticing Kai pausing abruptly and staring blankly at the nearby mountain 
range, Livya quickly asked, “Mr. Chance, what’s wrong?” 

“Oh, it’s nothing.” Kai hastily shook his head. 

“Those mountains are the Seizon family’s ancestral land. All of our family’s 
ancestors are buried there. Only the men of the Seizon family are allowed to 
enter; us girls aren’t permitted,” Livya explained to Kai. 

Kai turned to Livya and couldn’t help but smile. This girl is too naive. She’s 
even sharing things like that with me! Regardless of the circumstances, I’m 
still considered an outsider, yet this Livya has no guard up and even talked 
about the Seizon family’s ancestral land. 

Soon after, Kai was led into Lawrence’s residence. When Lawrence saw Kai’s 
arrival, he quickly got to his feet and greeted the latter. 

After hearing about Kai’s various glorious deeds the day before, Lawrence 
had come to respect Kai even more. 

“Mr. Chance, why are you looking for me? If you need something from me, 
you could’ve sent someone to summon me,” Lawrence uttered politely. 

“Mr. Seizon, I’ve done preparing Old Mr. Seizon’s pill. He just needs to take it 
as I’ve instructed, and I guarantee he’ll be able to move in three days and fully 
recover in ten days,” Kai assured confidently. 

Taking in Kai’s confident demeanor, Lawrence believed him. After all, even 
Jubilante had conceded to Kai’s alchemy skills. 

“Mr. Chance, I really can’t thank you enough. The Seizon family will never 
forget your kindness!” Lawrence said gratefully. 



“You’re too kind, Mr. Seizon. I’m friends with Cloud, so these are things I 
should do.” With that, Kai handed the pill he crafted to Lawrence. 

After exchanging some pleasantries, Kai turned around, planning to leave. 
However, when he reached the door, he suddenly halted and turned to ask 
Lawrence curiously, “Mr. Seizon, on my way here, I noticed some fluctuations 
of nascence aura in the mountain range not far away. What’s that all about?” 

Kai was eager to know why the nascence aura was present on the Seizon 
family’s ancestral land. 

Hearing Kai’s question, Lawrence fell into a daze, momentarily at a loss for a 
response. 

Seeing Lawrence’s reaction, Kai hastily added, “Mr. Seizon, I was just asking 
casually out of curiosity. You don’t have to divulge anything to me if it’s 
inconvenient to say.” 

Kai fathomed that was the Seizon family’s secret, so even if Lawrence 
couldn’t tell him, he wouldn’t mind. 

“Mr. Chance, not at all!” Lawrence flashed a faint smile, then shifted his 
attention to Livya and Miya. “You two can go play outside. I want to chat with 
Mr. Chance.” 

Only after sending his two daughters away did Lawrence resume his 
conversation with Kai. “Mr. Chance, to be frank, that place is the Seizon 
family’s ancestral land. Our family’s elders all passed away there, so the 
nascences of our elders remain there.” 

Lawrence’s words only served to deepen Kai’s confusion. “Mr. Seizon, 
nascence power originates from heaven and earth. Following a cultivator’s 
passing, their nascence space would cease to exist, so the nascence power 
stored within should return to nature. How could someone’s nascence be left 
behind after they die?” 

“You’re right, Mr. Chance. After a person dies, everything turns into 
nothingness, and all kinds of power and aura will become one with nature 
again. However, there’s also another possibility, which is when a cultivator 
expires in a void world or a separate space formed by an arcane array, the 
nascence power within them would not dissipate into the heaven and earth 



but will be stored in the void world, becoming chaotic, masterless nascence 
power.” 
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“These nascence powers can be directly absorbed and refined. Thus, they 
can be thought of as a resource our ancestors left behind for their 
descendants. However, you’re only a Body Fusion Realm cultivator, Mr. 
Chance, so how do you know about nascence and can detect nascence 
aura?” Lawrence was quite curious. 

After all, many experts had visited the Seizon residence before, but none of 
them had ever detected the nascence aura coming from their ancestral land. 

Seeing that Lawrence didn’t withhold the truth, Kai decided to reveal his 
nascence power. “To be honest, I already possess nascence power. That’s 
why I’m sensitive to nascence aura.” 

“What?” Lawrence widened his eyes in disbelief. “Even though you’re only a 
Body Fusion Realm cultivator, you’ve already grasped the power of 
nascence? I can hardly believe it! If you don’t mind me asking, how developed 
is your nascence space, Mr. Chance? What does it look like?” 

Kai thought about what to say before answering, “My nascence space is a 
cosmos filled with stars.” 

The instant Kai ended his sentence, Lawrence was utterly stunned. Then, he 
shook his head. “Don’t jest, Mr. Chance. I can still believe a prodigy like you is 
able to open their own nascence space and obtain the power of nascence as 
a Body Fusion Realm cultivator. However, I’ve never heard of a person’s 
nascence space being the cosmos. It’s impossible.” 

In response, Kai smiled. “If you don’t believe me, feel free to insert a thread of 
your spiritual sense into my nascence space to take a gander.” 

Seeing that Kai didn’t appear to be joking, Lawrence replied with skepticism, 
“Very well, then. I’ll take a look inside.” 

Without delay, Lawrence dispatched a thread of spiritual sense from his 
consciousness field into Kai’s. Following that, Kai brought Lawrence into his 
nascence space. 



As Lawrence gazed upon the cosmic sky and the unlimited stars above him, 
he was flabbergasted. Though the stars are all greyed out, there is an endless 
amount of them. To think a nascence space without horizons exists. Heaven 
knows how many types of nascence Kai can grasp in this space and how 
much nascence power he can store! 

“This is truly terrifying…” Still stunned, Lawrence suddenly pointed at the three 
blinking stars above him. “I see three bright believe a prodigy like you is able 
to open their own nascence space and obtain the power of nascence as a 
Body Fusion Realm cultivator. However, I’ve never heard of a person’s 
nascence space being the cosmos. It’s impossible.” 

In response, Kai smiled. “If you don’t believe me, feel free to insert a thread of 
your spiritual sense into my nascence space to take a gander.” 

Seeing that Kai didn’t appear to be joking, Lawrence replied with skepticism, 
“Very well, then. I’ll take a look inside.” 

Without delay, Lawrence dispatched a thread of spiritual sense from his 
consciousness field into Kai’s. Following that, Kai brought Lawrence into his 
nascence space. 

As Lawrence gazed upon the cosmic sky and the unlimited stars above him, 
he was flabbergasted. Though the stars are all greyed out, there is an endless 
amount of them. To think a nascence space without horizons exists. Heaven 
knows how many types of nascence Kai can grasp in this space and how 
much nascence power he can store! 

“This is truly terrifying…” Still stunned, Lawrence suddenly pointed at the three 
blinking stars above him. “I see three bright at least ten times more than other 
cultivators of my level. If everyone in the Ethereal Realm is akin to me, then all 
resources in the realm would’ve long been exhausted. 

“It’s not until I met you, Mr. Chance, that I trúly understand the saying, ‘There 
is always a bigger fish.” Lawrence sighed. 

 


